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t is a pleasure to present the Lehi Ag Journal, created by the Agricultural Communications class at Lehi
High School. These journals contains information that students find very valuable in the community
of agriculture. There are great things taking place in the life of agriculture, and we want connect you
to these great things. One thing we believe is without awareness in the agricultural community, things become
nonexistent
and cannot change. This journal is to bring awareness about the impact and importance agriculture has on our
community, state, and nation. There is no better time to be apart of the agriculture community then today, and
we hope that you can feel a sense of pride that we have for agriculture, through these readings. This is our second
season of the Lehi Ag Journal. You can find past editions at robertsonclass.weebly.com/lehi-ag-journalpublication. html.
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The LEHI FFA

ANNUAL Spaghetti Dinner
& Auction Night

FEBRUARY 26, 2014 from 5-8:00 PM
$5.00 a person or $20.00 for a family up to six
Come enjoy unlimited spaghetti and bid on over 100 items
in our silent and live auction. If you or your business is interested in donating an item for our auction or being a sponsor,
please contact the Lehi FFA advisor or FFA President.
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Writen by Shayna Cortese

U

Utah

tah, also known as the Beehive state, is home to about 900 native species
of bees out of over 4,000 that are native to North America. Local Utah honey producers
state, “Over one-third of our food supply relies on bees for pollination…and pollination is
essential.” The population of our honeybees has declined over the years due to, Colony
Collapse Disorder where worker bees from a hive just disappear with no notification.
Scientists studying the disorder believe a ¬-combination of factors could be making
bees sick, including pesticide exposure, parasites, and a virus that is attacking their
immune system.
As we all know, Honeybees are responsible for a major part of pollination of food,
such as alfalfa, apples, pumpkins, sunflowers, cranberries, and most fruit and vegetables. Utah powers from the production of honey; there are many local beekeepers,
production of alfalfa seeds, apricots, sunflowers, fruits, and berries. Since pollination
is so valuable, farmers cannot depend on feral honeybees; that’s why farmers contract
with migratory beekeepers that move millions of beehives to fields each year. Bees
go beyond the importance of agriculture; they pollinate over 15% of the flowering species that live in our gardens as stated by the Utah State Extension services. Of course,
there is also the honey they produce that is a million dollar industry.
Honeybees are not only disappearing in Utah but also worldwide. Some people
may not know they have the disease, virus or even have the knowledge about Colony
Collapse Disorder. Pesticides are very toxic to bees and are one of the main purposes
on the decrease in bee population. People need to be educated about this because
bees are important for life itself. We can all do something small to help our bees; having nectar plants in our own gardens so our local bees have the food, they need. We
can also reduce the amount of pesticides we use, support companies that support bee
research and breeding programs. Of course, we may not be able to do much this winter, but this spring/ summer there is something we can all do. Think twice before thinking about killing a Honeybee. We need these amazing pollinators to sustain.
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South Dakota
Cattle

CRISIS

Written by: Trevan Lewis

O

n October 3rd 2013 the cattle were grazing freely in their pastures, with temperatures in the
80’s. They still had their summer coats on and were slowly transitioning into their winter coat.
October 4th a freak storm moved in drenching the cattle with rain, then freezing temperatures
followed with 75 mph winds and heavy storms. Cattle got separated from their herds and wondered up
to 10 miles. Cattle are being found in snow drifts up to 40 feet deep. The devastation from the storm
is tremendous. An estimated 100,000 cattle died in this storm. Calling it the worst economical tragedy
to ever happen to South Dakota. This effects its 7 billion dollar economy tremendously. Ranchers are
devastated, losing up to 90% their herd.
Although we haven’t seen the effects of all the cattle dying, in years to come we will. South Dakota
being a large beef producer will affect beef prices. This is really a tragedy, what will be the effect from
these great numbers of cattle dying? Already ranchers in utah are selling cattle at prices they haven’t
seen in years. The supply is low and the demand is high. Prices will continue to rise over these next
few years. These next two years ranchers should expect to sell for record prices.
Most people don’t realize what will be the effects of this loss, but in the grocery stores we all should
expect to see prices go up. In a article on USA Today, it states that the price of beef will go up an
average of .50 cents to a dollar per pound.
Hamburger is expected to rise, but the
prices won’t be as high. The prime cuts of
meat are going to be the highest affected, and people all over the states will see
these prices rise over the next two to three
years.
You can donate at www.giveblackhills.org
to help these ranchers get back on their
feet and rebuild their cattle herd. Cattle
are a vital part of South Dakota’s economy
and donating will help prevent an economic disaster.
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Keepin’ it Local
H

ave you ever walked through a grocery store and seen
a label that says Utah’s Own? Have you ever wondered
what it means? Utah’s Own was established to build
our Utah’s economy as well as build strong relationships with farmers and companies who produce or sell Utah’s Own
products. A Utah’s own product is defined as a product grown or
produced in Utah State.
Every dollar spent on a Utah product causes $4.00 to $6.00 to be
added back into our Utah economy. You can find any Utah’s Own
products at any of our locally owned stores, restaurants, and/or
farmers markets.
Some of the benefits of buying Utah’s own products you’re helping Utah in multiple ways. In addition
to helping the economy you’re also helping Utah’s economy you’re also helping sustain employment
for your friends and neighbors, keeping Utah clean, you have healthier, better tasting food, and you
help sustain our Utah rural lifestyle wherever you live. Buying local helps preserve open spaces,
enhance our water quality, and promote cleaner air. So as you can see, choosing a locally produced
product instead of a product from another state, you’re benefiting so much more than in one way.
According to Utah Department of Agriculture, Utah spends more than $6.3 billion dollars on food each
year, and if Utah’s residents spent just one percent of their food money on looking for and buying
Utah’s products, we would get $63 million dollars back to our economy. Finding Utah’s own products is not hard, as they are everywhere! Utah supports more than 30 farmers markets, 300 grocery
stores, and 4,000 restaurants right here at home.
All Utah’s own companies have the product(s) derives 75% of its value from Utah products and services and all companies have the highest quality products which are well worth the money. Some
of these businesses include, Lehi Bakery, Abeez Honey, and Berries by the Bay. “Our land is our
heritage. We raise on the land that which supports our farmers and ranchers, our children and families, our jobs, our way of life, us. When you buy Utah products, you choose to embrace our land, our
schools, and our families. So next time you’re shopping, look for the Utah’s Own label. These products are the life blood of Utah.”

Written by: Mackenzie Silva
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U

tah county is located in the middle of the
state and Utah lake is also part of it as
well. Utah County has an average size of
168 acres and an average value of $2,785
per acre. The value of livestock and crops produced
was $117,000,000.
Utah county is a very agricultural place and the livestock of mink is very strong in the area. The state of
Utah is ranked as the 2nd biggest producer of minks in
North America.
The growing season in Utah County averages about
five months; this is good for mink farmers because they
constantly have food coming from growers of crops throghout the year for the minks.
Kerry M. Beckstead local mink farmer in Lehi Utah agreed to talk to me about his job in his mink farm
and the whole process that he has to go through. “You first breed them” he said, “then you wait for
about 8 (eight) months after feeding the animals with a mixture of soy beans, fish, egg, chicken and
others”. However he is required to follow FCUSA (Fur Commission USA) standards. Mink farmers do
need a license to breed minks and they need to follow some rules as a requirement.
“After the 8 (eight) moth period passes we select the minks and we get to keep the healthiest ones to
reproduce them for the next year. The rest we skin them and export to clients in the U.S. and Japan”.
“You can start with a least one hundred of each breed if somebody was to start a mink farm”. His family started mink farming and they passed him one farm. He’s a veteran and “He enjoys the outdoors”
he added.
Cold weather is good for reproduction time. “Once the baby minks are born if temperatures reach
seventy degrees we have sprinkled systems that will refresh the minks”. People have complained a
lot about the smells of the mink and minks escaping from farms and getting inside local homes and
he has a solution for that since he knows there is a lot growing Lehi and it won’t stop. “We have considered moving to other areas where it’s rural so we don’t have inconveniences like those. We have
considered places like Idaho, or Wyoming” he said.
Mink farmers have annual revenues of millions of dollars each year. There are just a few percentages
of people in the mink industry in the U.S. Therefore there is not a lot of competition because most of
the mink farmers are part of the same family.
He is not planning on expanding his farms but he said he is considering moving in the future.
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Courage
Reins

ourage Reins is a therapeutic riding center located in Highland, Utah and is where
miracles take place. Courage Reins was
founded in 1998, ‘To improve
the quality of life for people with
disabilities, by providing a safe,
fun and challenging environment
where physical, cognitive, social,
and emotional growth could occur
through therapeutic riding and
other equine based activities.’
They are open five days a week,
and have 14 therapeutic horses,
with over 100 clients ranging in
age from two years old all the way
to 79 years old. Courage Reins is
a place where love, confidence,
and friendships are made. Everyone that has ever walked through
the doors or had a personal experience has witnessed a miracle, because they are happening
constantly! The riders, horses,
instructors, barn managers, and
volunteers work together to create
the atmosphere that inspires the
purpose of the simple things that
make up the big things that make
a difference in everyday life.
Courage Reins give credit to the volunteers
that give their personal time to come and have the
ability to change someone’s life, and it’s not just
the volunteers that change lives, it’s the riders that
change the lives of the volunteers. The horses at
Courage Reins play a huge role, because they are the
ones creating the magic for the riders, and for everyone for that matter. The horses have a purpose and
they know they do, they are there to change lives and
that is exactly what they do; they bond with the riders

Written by: Cellisa Clark

in a way that is indescribable, they sense what the
rider is scared of, what they are feeling as well as they
relieve stress, create friendships, and have a sense
that the rider will know everything
will be okay. They give the rider
the confidence they need to know
they are important.
		
``LeAnne Franke started
volunteering for Courage Reins
and had such a love for everything about it that she is now the
volunteer coordinator and barn
manager, and she loves every
part of what she does. ‘I see kids
who weren’t able to sit up on their
own, and after working on our
horses, with our instructors for a
few months, they are able to sit
up and there able to start to build
strength. I see kids who, the world
tells them they can’t do a lot, but
they come here and they know
they can do everything.’
Courage Reins changes lives, it
gives kids the confidence they
need to know that they have a
purpose and that they are just as
important as everyone else in this
world. Kids go to Courage Reins
not being able to talk, and they start talking because
they know they have to talk to their horse to go where
they want it too. You can ask anyone that has had
experiences at Courage Reins and they can name
miracle and miracle again that has changed their life.
No person leaves Courage Reins without being affected with an uplifting attitude of courage that persists
them to keep going in life until they know they can do
anything they set their mind too.
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Where Did the

DEERGO?
Imagine waking up opening day of the deer
hunt and its 4:30 am. You reach your spot. You
sit back and enjoy the first few moments of the
sunrise. You glance up at Strawberry Ridge on
the frontage road, and all of
a sudden orange, orange
everywhere all along the
road what took you an hour
to reach these people drove
too and you can practically
hear the deer running from
their cars and you can feel
that you’ve been skunked.
All because these weekend
warriors scared the deer
away.
This is the scene we’re
seeing more and more. So
why is the Division of Wildlife
Resources (DWR) giving out
so many tags in places that
seem absolutely desolate of
deer and not enough tags
in places that are populated
with deer. Deer populations are up and as high
as they have been since 1993’ according to a
DWR populations report after last years hunt.
However, the DWR has been giving more and
more tags. the people have been moving the
deer around when they scout for them making
them go deeper and deeper into the mountains.

While these are mostly speculation and opinion the more accurate reason could be the
weather. With the hotter summers they’re
going up higher for longer so when all the traffic
is on the mountain. They
get spooked and run into the
quakes and bed down for the
rest of the hunt, and in the last
few years it has gotten colder
a lot quicker so they don’t take
their time traveling to their
winter grounds. It’s more of a
mad dash for them rather than
a stroll
While there are many theories
to why there is not as many
deer being seen on the hunt
it’s really up to you what is the
cause of it. the weird weather
patterns and the influx of hunters I can’t say for sure. Maybe
the deer are just getting smarter.
What do you think the next few years will bring
for the hunts? Will it be more deer and less
hunters or the other way around. Will we see a
trophy or two or just runts? I don’t know but I
can’t wait for next year’s hunt!
Written by: Colton Meacham
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Written by: Cameron Ruoti

T

he exports of agriculture in the United States are mostly of hay,
wheat, soybean and barley. They trade to Japan, Morocco, Canada, Mexico and Tunisia by using transport to ship the products were
the need to go. The information is from the 2011- 2012 USDA census. The
products are for livestock, human food and malt.
The United States is one of the top ten of barley exporters in the world. We
export 40,000 tons to each commodity to Mexico and Canada, 13,000 tons
to Japan and 80,000 tons to Tunisia, and 14,500 tons to Morocco. The
amounts of barley we export have decreased in the past 5 years because of
the United States production has decreased, due to in climate weather.
The United States of America export hay to Asia and the Pacific Rim. We
use the west ports to exports 1.8 million metric tons of hay. In 2012, we
have exported an amount of 4.2 million metric tons of hay. The amount in
2012 had doubled the amount in 1999 because of the production has increased, due to research and better harvesting methods.
In the past decade, the United States has exported approximately 30 metric
tons of wheat. We only produce 10% of the world’s wheat. The country’s
that produces the most wheat are United States, Canada, Australia, the
EU-27, the former Soviet Union and Argentina which accounts for 90% of the
world’s wheat.
The oilseeds of the soybean are worth over 9 billion dollars, recorded in
USDA 2000 census. This is because we are one of the world’s largest producers and exporter of soybean. In late 2000, the price was up to 20 billion
dollars. The U.S. share of oilseed trade have declined, however, the export
has still grown over the past 25 years.
We should probably be making a lot more trades in the future. Hopefully
by 2015, we have increased our trades on Agricultural Commodities. The
purpose for trading to other countries is that we get money to spend on

more of that product and to get stuff we can’t get or we can’t grow. The
increase of production is from the decreased in farmland that the need to
work on less land because of the increase of population in the united states so
we need more homes.
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Transplanting
success into
our

WOODS

Written by: Carson Mock

S

ometimes Mother Nature needs a little help in troubled
areas, and that’s just what the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (DWR) is doing. The Utah DWR is transplanting
deer to 8 regions throughout the state struggling with low deer
population. The DWR developed this program to help habitat areas that are being destroyed due to the over population of deer.

Photos cortesy of the Divison of WIldlife Resources

The plan is to move large numbers of deer from over-run areas, and place them in the most struggling areas. However, this
Divison of Wildlife Resources sexing, aging
program won’t be implemented until late Dec. of this year or early,
and checking the deer for diseases.
Jan. of 2014. The DWR are focusing on 8 regions to receive an
increase in deer: Box Elder, Nine Mile, San Juan/Abajo Mountains, Wasatch Mountains/Current Creek, West Desert West,
Southwest Desert, Fillmore/Oak Creek and Mt. Dutton. The
DWR states these regions are in the most need and have the
ability to support the increase and change in habitat. The process won’t necessarily be easy and economical, but will provide
a balance in the biospheres in these 8 regions. In addition, they
will be removing 100 to 200 deer from Antelope Island and move
them to Oak Creek and Elk Ridge, 100 deer from the Parowan
Front to the Pahvant.
To manage the transplanting program and ensure it effectiveness, the DWR will use drop-nets, clover traps, and helicopter net DWR Transplant Project. 51 doe deer along
the Parowan Front .
guns to capture the deer. Once the deer are captured, the deer
will sexed, aged, and measured in several ways as well as, be
tested for disease,. The deer will be released in areas that have good habitat and can support a higher population, where they will hopefully help increase the deer populations. There is a chance that these deer won’t help
the populations as much as wished, but it’s a hopeful plan. With higher populations, there will be more deer for
the hunters and wild life enthusiast to enjoy.
With the increase in property damage in urban areas, this program will help to eliminate damage and improper ways of taking care of the issue. For example, cities such as Highland have had professional archers
come in and take what they can. This new plan to capture the deer provides a way to keep the population up,
empty some urban areas, and raise populations.
This brings hope to hunters and wild life enthusiast in these Utah regions. No more worries about going out
and not seeing anything in that favorite hunting spot or trails. Instead, next spring when you head out, notice
how many more deer you start seeing.
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Coyote
Removal
W

Written by: Clayton Hall

aking up to find one of your healthy calfs dead and eatin by coyotes really devistates you. It does not
only effect you personally, but also economically. The Utah DWR has decided to put out a bounty for
the coyote. $50 every dog that is turned in to one of there check stations.
The Utah DWR has made a easy way for hunters to recieve there earnings for the coyotes they kill. You
must get on the Utah DWR’s website and take the test to be a registered coyote hunter. You have to get 100 percent on this test to be registered. After being registered, you can start to hunt them. When ever you kill one, you
must document where and when you killed it and turn in the bottom jaw and scalp with both ears on it to one of
the check stations that are all across the state. The DWR believes that this will regulate the amount of coyotes in
Utah.
There is certain spots in the state that the DWR would like hunters to focus on. It’s mostly in the mountains. This past year, over 6,000 coyote kills were documented. The DWR would like for those numbers to go up.
This next year, 2013-2014, they would like to see the number over kills go up by a lot. They are hoping by the
end of the year 2014, there will be 20,000 documented coyote kills. Since this program has started, the DWR are
hoping to see a huge growth in mule deer and elk population.
The population of coyotes is getting big. They have started to run out of food and room to live in the
wild. They are starting to move places no one has never seen them before. There has also been sightings of
people seeing them in neighborhoods and back yards. It is a good thing that the DWR has hired the bounty for
coyotes so people will actually want to hunt them to regulate the population.
There is certain spots in the state that you are not allowed to hunt, they are national parks and Indian
territories. There is also parts that have small deer populations that the DWR would like you to not really focus
on yet because they believe the population of deer is increasing there.
There are also people that do not approve with coyote hunting in Utah because they think we are just
hurting and harming coyotes. They do not know what they are doing to the deer and elk and they don’t care.
They just believe everything hunters do is done for no reason.
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CTEMonth

Career Technical Education

Animal Science

Did You
Know?

Flip the head to find out!

D

uring the month of February, schools across the nation will
be celebrating Career Technical Education (CTE) Month.
The theme for this year’s celebration is “Pathways to Lifelong Career Success.” During the month of February, Lehi
High School will be celebrating the successes of CTE by promoting
our programs and classes. To celebrate Lehi High CTE, we will be promoting CTE through a QR code scavenger hunt and contest. Posters
will be placed throughout the halls depicting all the CTE programs and
classes offered at Lehi High School. Students will be given a sheet of
paper with an activity to follow to understand the “Pathways to Lifelong
Career Success.” Underneath each image, a QR code will be displayed
that contains a video, blog and/or photos that respond to the activity.
There will be prizes for students who finish first. Each teacher in our
CTE department will have a bag of prizes for the first five to ten students who finish the activity first.

Scan the QR Code
to learn more about
CT E pathways

This is a great opportunity to promote CTE programs and advocate for
the Career Technical Education field. Utah CTE states, “Career and
Technical Education prepares both youth and adults for a wide range of
careers and further educational opportunities… Career Technical Education is crucial to providing the strong workforce training needed to fill
the good-paying jobs.” CTE provides students with the knowledge and
skills to be successful in their future employment and/or transition into
college.
During CTE month, students, educators and parents can upload videos
at utahcte@schools.utah.gov or submit a photo at #CTEMoment14 on
Twitter and/or Facebook. They can also check out what is happening
during CTE month by following CTE on Twitter, Facebook or by checking out their website at www.utahcte.org

What Career Pathway are
you going to take?
p. 10

lehicommuntiy
FFA’s service
Lehi FFA is always keeping up with things that
need to be done in the community. They love meeting
new people and helping with things that need to be
done, to make the community a stronger and happier place. Lehi FFA also
likes to bring new things to our community. Such as the deaf and blind students that come learn about how plants
are grown, Or doing fundraisers at local
restaurants to help get money for the
school, Which I is then used for other
activities to help out with the community.
I had the opportunity to interview JT Bartchi. He is an active member
of Lehi FFA. He has helped with many of their service
projects. One he talks about in particular, was the FFA
food drive. This involved 9 elementary schools and 2
middle schools. “The food
drive was a service project that not only helped
the less fortunate families
in Utah, but it gave the
members of Lehi FFA the
satisfaction that they can
make an impact in the
community.” Bartchi says.
The FFA had a prize for the
school who gathered the
most canned food. Once
the ffa got the food from
the schools, they look it to Utah food bank. The Lehi
FFA gathered 11000 pounds of food. This is just one of
the many service projects Lehi FFA has done.
Another community service project Lehi FFA
is doing is having deaf and blind preschool students
come to their school to learn about plants. They come
to the high school every two weeks, and get to participate in different activities associated with plant

and soils. These activities help teach these students
about how plants are grown, and give them a feel of
agriculture. This is also has shown our FFA members
a different way of communicating. This is not only a
way to help our community, but is also
a learning experience with our high
school students.
Lehi FFA has done many other service
projects as well. An example is the time
we went caroling to a special needs
group around Christmas, or the time we
painted the sidewalks at the high school.
At the closing convention we even had
people bid on us for service hours on
anything they wanted to do! There are
so many examples of the service Lehi
FFA has done in the community.
Lehi FFA is a great program involving the
whole community. It
teaches the members new
skills to learn in life, such
as communication, leadership skills, and shows them
how important community
service really is. “ I have always been very impressed
with the involvement
the Lehi FFA has in the
community.” Bob Allison,
a man who has lived in
Lehi Utah his who life says.
Lehi FFA members are not the only ones that are being
benefits, it out reaches our whole community! Helping
with fighting hunger, teaching students with disabilities about the importance of agriculture, and so much
more. Continuing to impress the community.
			
		Written by Savannah Allison
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W

inter is here, but just around the corner, spring will appear. With spring, come the daunting
tasks of cleaning, repairing, painting, and working in the farm or yard. Do you ever feel that
you do not have enough time to complete these tasks? Could you use an extra hand? The
Lehi FFA is here to help. We are holding our successful annual Labor Auction-Dinner. The
Lehi FFA members of our program will be auctioned off for a four-hour day of service to the
highest bidder. The four-hour service can be used all in one-day or spread across multiple days. The Labor
Auction-Dinner will be held on February 26, 2013 from 5:00 – 8:00 pm, at Lehi High School.
At this family center event, there will be activities for all ages. In addition, there will be a silent auction,
were quality items will go to the highest bid, such as quilts, handcraft goods, a whole beef, and many other
great things. Come with your family and have unlimited spaghetti and fun for the whole family. There will be
games for the children, blow-up balloons, popcorn, and cotton candy at no additional cost. The cost is a small,
affordable price of $5.00 dollars for an individual or $20.00 for a family up to six.
This is the Lehi FFA’s big fundraiser of the year; all proceeds go right back into the chapter and help
buy equipment, t-shirts, and help make competition fees not such a financial burden. This is a great opportunity
for us as well to reach out to our community and try something new. The Lehi FFA has put a lot of work and
effort into this event and we hope we get a great turnout from it!
At the Labor Auction- Dinner, we will also be having a youth baking contest. This is open to the whole
community for anyone’s child between the ages of 6 – 12. We believe this event will be a great success and
asset to our community and program. Each contestants entry will be judged and prizes will be given to the top
three winners will receive a prize and they will then get to auction off their prize winning food item. We invite
you to come and participate in the event, by attending the auction and bidding on our FFA members, the silent
auction, and the other goods.
We encourage everyone to attend this wonderful, family event. If you plan on attending, please go to
www.lehiffa.org and RSVP; here you may also register your child for the Kiddie Bake-Off. If you can’t attend
but would still like to donate, please send donations to the Lehi FFA 180 North 500 East, Lehi, Utah 84043. We
hope to see you there!
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734th Agribuissness Development Team at foreword opperating base Gardez

Pictures courtesy of the internet

AGRICULTURE
IN THE A.O.
S
ince 2009 the National Guard has been
proving that war is about more than just
killing people, the National Guard’s Agribusiness development teams (ADT’s) have been
deployed in the Khost Province, a mountainous region
that borders Pakistan’s tribal
territories, helping the farmers
of Afghanistan.
The Agribusiness development
teams are elite units composed
of soldiers with agricultural
backgrounds, and minor agricultural assistance from Purdue University’s Afghanistan
program. The men and women
of the ADT’s have completed
multiple projects/missions that
have helped to improve soil and water
retention, introduced greenhouses, root
cellars, genetically modified seeds and
high value crops. They have also helped
the tribesman take care of their goats,
sheep, and cattle by teaching them about
animal husbandry. The ADT’s have provided Afghan women with ethnic opportunities through their beekeeping and
poultry programs. Many of these teams
are helping the Afghan farmers on their vineyards with

their knowledge of viticulture (the science, production
and study of grapes) as well as, on their production of
other crops grown in the area such as winter wheat,
apricots, pomegranates, almonds and walnuts.
With the U.S. Military forces withdrawing from Afghan officials in governance and
developing Afghan agriculture,
the commander of the 5-19th,
LT. Col. Dave Roberts, says “They
knew we had true farmers who
had knowledge we could share
with them. That was a good
feeling”. He also stated that the
Afghan people were very receptive to the ADT’s once they
understood that the agribusiness
development teams were agriculturist also.
The National Guards agribusiness development teams are continuing helping
the farmers in Afghanistan. They are
mostly just helping them plant the fields
and herd the cattle, but they are still
teaching them how to produce more of
their crops in a safer, more efficient way.
		

Written by Braxten Busk
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Utah’s
air
U

tah has been named one of the states with the worst
air quality in the country (WHO SAID THIS). Air quality
affects everything in daily life for someone who lives in
Utah. Recently Utah’s government has been trying to pass a
bill (what bill) to enforce stricter laws on larger companies in
Utah and the pollution they produce.
The state wide struggle with air quality is one of the top
priorities of the Economic Development Task Force, which
urged immediate action by Utah lawmakers. Lawmakers want
to increase funding to the Division of Air Quality to beef up
enforcement of violations and devote money to retrofit existing
vehicles so they are clean burning. Some people are so heavily
affected by the inversion in Utah they can’t do the day to day
activities they would normally be able to.
Part of the project to clean Utah’s air would be to have
the Utah Legislature to work with the Utah Clean Air Partnership and the Department of Environmental Quality to find the
best practices to cut down on air pollution that has been successful along the Wasatch Front. Utah Lawmakers also want
the public to know that we have made great strides to improve
Utah’s air since 1970, but say we still have a long way to go.
One of the main concerns is improving winter air quality in
Utah, where the way the mountains sit and the weather sometimes trap pollution near the ground for days on end. More than
half the emissions responsible for the problem come from cars
and trucks.
We have come a long way, but we still have a very long
way to go to improve Utah’s air. With the help of this bill passing and everyone doing their part then we can have one of
the states with the best air. For more information go to www.
airquality.utah.gov
Written by: JT Bartschi
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Knights
Family
K

night’s family honey is a locally owned
farm in lehi Utah that makes honey from
bees! They started from a humble beging
with just two bee colonies on their friend
pumpkin patch. In witch they now have up to 500
bee colonies today! It has been there goal to
make the valleys best honey! In 2006 they made
honey butter which is now one of their best products that they sell today! They even send bees all
the way to California. The owner and the person
who stared this farm are lee knight and his wife.
They even want other people
to join into the bee farming
life by telling people were
classes are and where they
can buy bee farming stuff to
get you started. The knight
family is also concerned with
the bee population going
down and they want to start
getting them back up to their
original population by getting
other people into the bee farming even if they
don’t want honey because they will be taking care
of the bees and there population will grow and it
will help the bees out a lot. These are just a few
things that they said they are also proud to be in
lehi Utah. If you wish to buy any of their honey
you can go to their website at knightsfamilyhoney.
com you can ether odder online or see when they
will be at the next farmers market.
He said the bee farming is not an easy task to do

Honey

it’s a lot of hard work and long days. He says that
you have to be fully committed to bee farming it
can be like a little hobby to do on your spare time.
I think that bee farming is good thing for Utah not
only does it provide good tasting honey but it also
helps bees and teaches hard work. This helps out
the environment and helps pollinate other flowers
because there are more bees and with the smaller bee population fewer flowers get pollinated so
with bee farming there population keeps going up
and this helps out the environment!
Their honey is some of the
best honey ever they say they
even have customers that are
at every farmers market ready
to buy more honey. They say
one of the best things they do
is offer classes for new bee
keepers so that they can better themselves in bee farming
they also sell bees that come
all the way from California they
say they have people come just because they are
worried about the bees. In each bee container
comes with one queen bee and about 12000 to
13000 bees in the colony box. The bees come
from California to lei at the knight’s family farm.
The knight family has helped out bees and other
people with getting bee farms going and provides
us with some of the best honey on the market.
		Written by Brennon Hansen
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The magazine, Edible Wasatch, is locally owned by its two founders, David
Vogel and Rachel Hodson. This magazine is a part of a national business called Edible
Communities, which distribute these types of magazines all over the country. Edible
Wasatch is food magazine dedicated to the food in the Wasatch area. They specialize
in creating recipes with organic foods and supporting local restaurants and businesses dealing with food. Their main focus is to inform the public of better quality food and
encourage us to have better diets. My personal favorite is the summer 2013 magazine.
Edible Wasatch comes out one time each season, winter, spring, summer, and fall for
no money out of pocket unless you wish to subscribe. A yearly subscription is just $28.
This magazine distributes around 20,000 copies to the public for each issue released.
You can also find the magazine online at www.ediblewasatch.com. The magazine was
established in June of 2010 and has been very successful thus far. According to an interview by the Salt Lake Tribune, Hodson said, “People need to be proud of what’s happening in Utah.” Many people believe this to be true as well, and that is why Edible Wasatch
is thriving. The goal of Vogel and Hodson is to reach out to not only the
agricultural industry, but everyone else as well. They are the common middle class like
the rest of us so they relate to many of the readers of their magazine.
“Our vision is of a future where choosing to produce food in a way that can be
sustained indefinitely is easier than it is today. Where small and mid-sized farms are
economically viable enough to resist the encroachment of development. Where our
health care budgets decrease significantly and provide a little more money to spend on
high quality food and we gauge our prosperity not by how cheap we can make our food,
but by how well we can feed ourselves.” This is the mission of Edible Wasatch. The
people that read this magazine probably think that Hodson and Vogel have carried this
out quite successfully. The start of this magazine was a shock to a lot of people because
Hodson and Vogel were very successful commercial photographers in New York City,
according to the Salt Lake Tribune. In that same interview, the couple both admitted that
they were also surprised that they chose this area to start an Edible Community magazine. Hodson and Vogel came to Utah to fix up Hodson’s childhood home. They did
not intend on staying but they were amazed at the food culture here. Vogel said, “I felt
cooped up living on the East Coast.” The couple then discovered the vast food culture
that we have here in the Wasatch area.
Hodson grew up in Holladay, Utah. After she graduated from high school, she
moved to Seattle to go to school where she studied Industrial Design. After that, she
moved to New York and met David Vogel. In 2009, she came back to Utah to fix up her
home and ended up making a huge career change. She is mostly in charge of designing
the magazine and finding advertisers. David Vogel grew up in New Jersey and he studied Biology and Ecological Design at the University of Vermont. He is the main photographer and cook for the magazine. He comes up with amazing recipes and his photos are
very professional. Brett Robertson said, “I enjoy looking through the magazine because
the quality of the photos are great.” Vogel is excited that he can combine his talents and
favorite things into one thing, his job. The team loves what they do and you can see it
through the successful
magazine that they produce.

Written by: Michelle Gentry
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GIVE
e
h
t GIFT
of

BLUE

Scan the QR Code
and watch an amazing video about the
“Gift of Blue.”

T

he FFA jacket is an iconic symbol of American pride and responsibility. The National FFA
states, “ The FFA corduroy jacket is an article of faith, honor and pride—unifying members in a
long-standing tradition and reminding them that they are part of something larger than themselves.” However, not everyone can wear the FFA jacket. Not because they don’t deserve it, but because they can’t afford it due to difficult financial circumstances. As we celebrate the FFA jackets 80th
birthday this year, we can help share this gift of pride and responsibility to FFA members.
The National FFA has initiated a new campaign, called “Give the Gift of Blue,” which will give current
FFA members a chance to experience ‘the pride’ of wearing their own blue jacket. The campaign is
funded by the National FFA Foundation corporate, and individual donors, and shop FFA donations. To
meet this need, the National FFA need generous gifts from supporters like you! The FFA has set up
a website were we can donate a financial gift to this cause. To learn more and make a donation, visit
ffa.org/giveblue. The National FFA would like to give an FFA jacket to all those deserving and with
your help we can reach our goal - that every deserving FFA member has the opportunity to wear this
amazing blue tradition.
Deserving FFA members that can’t afford an FFA jacket, but would like to can apply directly to the
National FFA Organization by writing an essay on why owning an FFA jacket is important to them. In
addition, how they will use it to support their chapter, community and state. Once the applications are
approved by their advisors, the students can submit their essay to the National FFA. Applications are
open and ends when they meet their goal.
All it is, is a click away from FFA members being a part of this great American tradition, so log on and
lets provide those members the opportunity to, “To wear a piece of history and a chance to experience
the pride of wearing their own blue jacket.”
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Lehi FFA
FFA makes a positive difference in the lives of students by developing their potential for premier leadership,
personal growth and career success through agricultural education.
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Life
WITHOUT
FFA?
...I don’t think so!

Animal Science

ON
8th DAY
AND THE
God looked down on

HIS PLANNED PARADISE
And Said
“I need a caretaker”
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